Committee on Commerce

Will meet at: 10:00 am    Date: May 3, 2010

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

HB 589   LOPINTO (TBA)
MOTOR VEHICLES Provides relative to the rent with the option-to-purchase program (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 686   RICHMOND
CHAPLAINS Creates the Professional Chaplain Licensing Act

HB 792   RICHMOND
MORTGAGES Provides for regulation of reverse mortgage lending

HB 1058  GREENE
MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS Requires motor vehicle dealers to disclose, in writing, the nature of certain fees charged upon the sale of a vehicle

HB 1118  RICHMOND
CRIME Provides that misdemeanor or felony convictions shall not be considered as a factor in granting certain professional licenses or permits if more than five years have elapsed

HB 1189  WADDELL
MOTOR VEHICLES Provides relative to the La. Used Motor Vehicle Commission

HB 1349  ARNOLD
AMUSEMENTS/SPORTS Provides relative to the compensation received by commissioners of the Boxing and Wrestling Commission

HB 1350  ARNOLD
CREDIT/CONSUMER Requires disclosure of fees in consumer credit contracts

HB 1421  LANDRY
CORPORATIONS Provides for low-profit limited liability companies

HB 1423  HUTTER
ATTORNEYS/FEES Provides for the collection of court costs and attorney fees relative to a suit regarding damage to a condominium

HB 1429  THIBAUT
UTILITY/ELEC COOPS Provides relative to electric cooperatives
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